How to purchase Portocal DeFi Token
Portocal [PORT] is a Smart Contract on the Binance Smart Chain. Binance is the biggest
Chinese exchange and Smart Chain.
You will be able to sell Portocal [PORT] tokens at any time in reverse order of the following steps.
Step 1
Download Trust Wallet for iOS or Android

Step 2
Create a wallet. Each wallet is protected with a Seed Phrase. Keep this phrase secured as it is the
only way to recover your wallet on other devices or if you get locked out of your wallet. Keep it
safe! You can create multiple wallets and send coins between them. Each has its own seed
phrase!

Step 3
Purchase Binance Coin (BNB). This is the name of the token for Binance Network on which
Portocal [PORT] Smart Contract was created.

Step 4
Create an account with the finance provider, in this case Moonpay. Don’t worry, everything is safe
and no one will steal your money. Transactions are secured. Minimum purchase is £50. If your
card does not get accepted it means that your bank has put a block on your account for
purchasing Crypto. That is not legal as you should have full control of your money. If your bank is
flagging the transaction, don’t panic and speak to them. Normal banks don’t like you investing
and becoming independent, this is why they’re making it diﬃcult. It is your money, therefore you
are the only one that should have control over it. If you bank with multiple banks, just try another
card. You can even pay with Apple Pay and Android Pay.
Step 5
Wait until you receive the Binance (BNB) into your Trust Wallet. It might take a few minutes. The
transaction has a fee but it is marginal. Keep refreshing the BNB page until you see the tokens.
They will let you know when they’ve been delivered to you.
Step 6
Swap your BNB tokens for Binance (BNB) Smart Chain as below. You can purchase tokens on the
Binance network only with Binance Smart Chain tokens. Binance is the coin for the network,
Binance Smart Chain is the token for the Smart Chain on which smart contracts are being
created. The logo of the latter is with dark grey background as pictured below. Click the three
dots on the right of your BNB page to reveal the menu, then press Swap to Smart Chain. You
can swap any quantity. You can always swap them back to normal BNB in the same way. BNB
and BNB Smart Chain have the same value. It will take a few seconds or minutes to receive the
BNB Smart Chain into your wallet. Keep refreshing the main window. You have manual input or
you can choose percentages you want to swap.

Step 7
Now that you have the BNB Smart Chain go to pancakeswap.finance on the phone or computer.
This is one of the biggest exchanges for Smart Contracts. They are all verified before the liquidity
is formed (tokens added to the Pancake Swap liquidity pool by the creator). Be careful as some
tokens cannot be sold back for BNB Smart Chain and ultimately fiat money (real money). Portocal
[PORT] can be sold back at any time when you decide to sell for profit. Pancake Swap’s algorithm
will set the price of the token starting from the initial value given by the creator of the token, based
on how many people are buying and selling the token at any given time. The initial value of the
token is given by how much BNB Smart Chain the creator has put into the pool when releasing
the token on the exchange. Keep in mind that no matter how low the price of the token is you can
never buy the entire pool of tokens due to the buy-sell algorithm set by the creator of the token
(tokenomics). The more people buying and holding the token, the higher the price will go, and the
other way around.
pancakeswap.finance >>> press

the menu tab top left >>> choose exchange >>> tap

connect wallet top right >>> tap WalletConnect >>> choose Trust Wallet from the list >>>
Trust Wallet will automatically open and ask you to connect >>> tap connect >>> go back to
browser >>> in the BNB section tap MAX or the quantity you want to swap (the logo is same
as normal BNB) >>> in the second section paste the following contract address (the
exchange

will

recognise

it

as

Portocal[PORT]:

0xB0E3a02b36492800EB0fB6F9B7266041CB926055 >>> check the acknowledgment box
and tap import >>> swap for Portocal >>> if you get an error when swapping try adjusting
the slippage between 13%-20% (this is required to make sure the market fluctuation is
included in the trade if the price is changing between when you press buy and when the
transaction is actually being executed). If you adjust the slippage once and the error still

occurs it might be that you have to round up or down the amount of [PORT] you’re buying:
ex. instead of 1,324,567 PORT, try buying 1,300,000 PORT. It is the same for selling PORT for
BNB if you get similar errors.
Find out more at portocal.app or join us on telegram https://t.me/portocaldefi. If you’re an
early adopter, the price for your tokens might not show in Trust Wallet until we launch on
Coinmarketcap, the price provider Trust Wallet depends on. The same for the famous Port of
California (Portocal) logo. Please bear with us.

Step 8
How to activate the token in your Trust Wallet. Being a new token Trust Wallet might not recognise
the token by name. You’ll need to tap the add new token button top right of main window in your
Trust Wallet wallet as below. Then paste the Portocal [PORT] token address in the search bar:
0xB0E3a02b36492800EB0fB6F9B7266041CB926055. If nothing is found still tap Add Custom
Token, and insert the following details if it cannot retrieve the token details by token address.
Make sure you select Binance Smart Chain at the top; it will be set to Ethereum by default. Just
tap and choose Binance Smart Chain. Paste the Portocal [PORT] address, then input the details
as in the third image. Tap Save. Then you will see the token with the quantity purchased in your
wallet. There will be a Toggle next to your Portocal token that you might need to tap to activate.
Tada! You’re now the proud owner of one of the most important tokens out there. Hold till
the 1 Billion Market Cap burn and beyond for a chance to Win one of the 10 Tesla Model 3 (full
spec). To qualify for the Tesla you have to be a continuous holder of any quantity. Good Luck! Ask
us any questions on Telegram or through our other social media accounts.

Step 9
Always know how to cash out when you buy Crypto! To sell [PORT] go to pancakeswap.finance
and sell the desired amount of tokens for BNB Smart Chain in the same way you bought them. It
will get delivered to the same wallet. There you will need to swap BNB Smart Chain for Binance
(BNB) - the yellow logo. After that you’ll need an account with other exchanges like crypto.com
and Coinbase. You could download the Binance Exchange app but it’s quite tricky to use. The
following is a tried method. You can not cash out in Trust Wallet. If you know Binance Exchange
your can send your BNB coins there and cash out to your bank account in fiat currency. If not,
send your BNB to your crypto.com wallet, convert it to a stable coin or Bitcoin, cash it out there
and then withdraw, or send Bitcoin to Coinbase and convert it to fiat. Exchanges have a certain
degree of diﬃculty, so you need to understand how to use them early on. We like Coinbase as the
withdrawal is instant; you get your pounds in the bank in a matter of minutes or even seconds. So
on top of your Trust Wallet you also need an account with crypto.com and Coinbase, or just
Binance Exchange (diﬃcult to use). They all have mobile apps. All these transfers incur network
charges but they are marginal. The above have some of the lowest fees on the market. Most are
fees charged by the exchange and to pay the miners for swaps and transfers. Miners are
computer units on the network. Some transactions require multiple confirmations to succeed, so
the time of the transfer from one exchange to another depends on how congested the network is
(how many transactions are happening at any given time).
Step 10
When buying try to keep the Price Impact under 2. If it’s amber or red it means that you’re paying
more money on the token compared to what it’s actually worth. This will drive the price up a lot
but you won’t be able to benefit from the price increase. This is due to the algorithms of the

exchange hosting the liquidity. You can buy more by buying again with multiple wallets or with the
same wallet. It will all add to your existing [PORT] held.

<< poor value

good value for money >>

Remember this! Always send Bitcoin to Bitcoin receive address, BNB to BNB receive
address, etc.. Never send Bitcoin to BNB, etc., as you’ll lose your money. On every
exchange you open an account you’ll have your own private and unique addresses for each
coin. This is the most important information in Crypto! Always stay informed on how to
keep your funds safe & how to cash out. Also report your earnings, crypto income is taxable
in the UK.
Last but no least, the best app to keep track of your portfolio is Coinmarketcap.

